ATHLETIC PLEDGES FACE TRYING WEEK OF INITIATION

What price a Phi Kappa or Phi Lambda? Umbrellas, eggs, plates, brooms, bags, bows. (wrong kind) — no make-up, no nail polish — and the largest item on the bill is homage to the upper class members of the Athletic Club of G. S. W. C. And girls, have you seen the layout? The new pledges — especially for the fresh men Kappa and Lambda pledges? No? Well you have only a few days to wait for the appearance of those beautifully molded heads with — oh, but we'll let you want, wonder — and then see. Rain or shine, fresh men must be protected — so carry your umbrella along everywhere you go because you can't run the risk of that new coiffure being ruined. If no umbrella a broom makes a good substitute. Look! Listen! — then go and say “Beep-beep” as you turn the corner, for “safety first,” is our motto and we want no accidents. (An old member might be lurking around a bush or stump.) This warm weather has given a desire for Easter with its bunnies, eggs, etc., so to bring a touch of it to the campus, on Wednesday the pledges will forget bad weather, lay aside the umbrella, and cheer others by carrying nests correctly and all’s well.

Spanish Paintings Are Displayed

An exhibition of Wells M. Sawyer’s famous “Paintings Made in Spain” opened at the Georgia State Women’s College on Wednesday. These pictures, painted during the past ten years, have a charm of their own and are a compromise between the taste of the average American and the different tastes all over the country. Several recent pictures are included in the collection for their first showing. The pictures are hung in the upper rotunda of Ashley Hall. Another collection of water color paintings will be received at the college some time later in the month and will be put on display.

VICTORIA REGINA

Miss Gertrude Gilmer reviewed the play “Victoria Regina” at the Valdosta Readers Forum on Wednesday, January 20. Miss Gilmer is leaving Saturday for Savannah to attend the week-end guest appearance of Mrs. Lowery Axley, President of the Savannah branch of the American Association of University Women. Miss Gilmer, as state president of the A. A. U. W., will meet with Mrs. Axley, Dr. W. S. Toole, Lambda; for the first ball, Martha Gay, Kappa, and Sarah Ellen Morgan, Lambda.

VOCATIONAL GROUPS REPORT STUDY OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

At the joint meeting of the vocational study groups held last Monday, the library group had charge of the program. An interesting confession, “Why I want to be a Librarian” was given by Vivian Vincent. Dolly Gannon explained “Personal Qualifications for a Librarian.” Carolyn Whipple gave a talk on the minimum and maximum training standards of a librarian and also gave some places of training, where additional work outside of college is required. The program was closed with some helpful information “The Library Situation in Georgia,” told by Esther Smith.

FEATURE SECTION

BATTLE ENDS

EIGHT GIRLS CHOSEN ON QUALITY BASIS

Sixteen Nominees Made By Committee.

Seniors Elect Eight Who Characterize Annual Theme.

Eight seniors were elected by their classmates at a meeting Thursday morning to determine those girls whose pictures would appear in the feature section of the 1937 Pine Cone.

In order to facilitate two opposing factions as to the manner of selection, a compromise was made. One group wanted a superlatively attractive girl or regular election open to the entire student body; the other group considered superlatives out of date in a medium under classmen not capable of judging the inquisitive qualities of seniors as listed as a standard of judgment.

The compromise consisted of selecting at least twelve by a secret committee who weighed each girl in the class against a standard and against each other. This list of qualities and the list of sixteen girls was presented to the senior class and from them the following were chosen: Elizabeth Green, Priscilla Kelley, Emma Ambos, Lorene Johnson, Ruth Karls, Edith Fickes, Perida Olliff, and Alexa Daley.

The qualities used as a basis of selection were: Self-control, Tact, Reverence, Integrity, Loyalty, Cooperation, Versatility, Socializedness, Intellectual Tolerance and Sympathy, Sense of Responsibility, Refreshing Eagerness for Life, Ability to Lead and to Follow, Broad Range of Interest, Sense of Appreciation and Discrimination.

The other eight girls chosen by the committee were Josephine Joubert, Martha Jennings, Art Turn, Martha Gay, Katherine Harrell, Laura McLeod, Elizabeth Kelley, and Chappie Bragg.

MCLAIN SAYS SPORTS, LITERATURE ARE WISE LEISURE PURSUITS

Frances McLain, treasurer of the Y. W. C. A. and secretary of the I. R. C., spoke on “Leisure for Living” at the Thursday evening meeting. She brought out the fact that for the past several years, much stress has been placed upon the wise use of leisure time. After the crash of 1929 many people found themselves unemployed and with an excess of leisure time, they were unaccustomed. The government as well as the schools and individuals began looking about for beneficial recreations. Many uses were found for the leisure time that would round out both physical and mental development.

Miss McLain then mentioned a number of the different types of recreation (Continued on Page Three)
Kampus Kaleidoscope

The Klaid this week is gonna be something special —and speaking of something special, Mary Daguerre received one from Emory . . . the moon of late, bodes nothing good for college dining. Why the sudden rage for manish suits on the part of the Seniors? . . . why did a certain Ashley Fresh abandon the letter she formerly slept with? . . . did she wear it out or what. . . . C. C. and V. S. (Sophia) must be losing their power . . . was there much for Dr. Punke or what . . . by the way, we hear there was a name mix-up . . . Miss Ivey's tennis class looks like the fencing class in Girl's Dormitory . . . so Christine is the popular soph . . . how long will it last? . . . what certain man about whom we have heard has done to his known air conditioned book (GWTH) is beating his time. . . . The town seems deserted on account of so many gals out on probation . . . oh, why do they do those things to them? . . . a certain dark haired miss with the bright and starry eyes uses both to advantage with one of Valdosta's famous twins . . . just two more weeks, Helen . . . and the worst will be over . . . we nominate Cleve for the BMOC (big man of the campus) . . . you lucky stiffs—you who heard Martini and Swarthout . . . and who went trucking after the show Tuesday night? . . . bridge must be awfully fascinating to some freshman . . . all of us can't wait to see Cornelia Otis Skinner—that makes two college attractions in one week . . . and Elizabeth Wysor was lovely . . . who is trying to be Mrs. Dull II in Converse . . . when oh when will the new Dorm be ready for use? . . . I wonder if Emory's Casanova and his gal know that they were overheard during the concert the other night? . . . R. W. is receiving congratulations from her friends . . . Why is Dot falling into ditches? . . . sounds bad . . . we like the new hair styles . . . even if they are crazy . . . Ann and Charlie do go up and down and keep up-guessing and making keep up with the news so much harder. . . . Rosamond has three visitors from T'ville. First it was Waxes, then T'ville—what's the secret? . . . and the senior who thinks that you can de-toss in a tonusral shop (barber to you).

Changes Are Announced At Columbia College

New York, N. Y.—(AP) — Plans to make drastic changes in the curricula of freshmen and sophomore students at Columbia College have been placed before the entire faculty by the sub-committee on curriculum, which has worked on the course-rehashing project for the past year and one-half. The sub-committee proposes that a course in humanities, embracing the study of literature, philosophy, music and the fine arts supplant the now-required English A course.

During the freshman year, students, under this proposal, would meet four hours weekly for lectures in literature and philosophy and would be required to do reading in conjunction. During the sophomore year, students would be required to enroll in concurrent and unified studies of the fine arts and music, one hour a week for each subject.

TRY OUR SANDWICHES! Barbecue Pork, Ham, Chicken Salad, Pimento Cheese! VINSON'S

HARPER'S expert shoe repairing! We Deliver, Phone 795

RITZ SODA SHOPPE Lunches - Sodas Drinks! Bernie's Best We Specialize in Steak Sandwiches

Lindbergh Restaurant Famous For Western Steaks "BEST COFFEE IN TOWN"

Girls! Get Your GYM SHIRTS AND SLACKS At 98c each The Famous Store Valdosta's Largest Dept. Store VALDOSTA, GA.

P A L A C E

Monday, January 25

"RAMONA" Loretta Young - Don Ameche NEWS - COMEDY

Tuesday, January 26

"LEATHERNECKS HAVE LANDED" With Lew Ayres SCREEN TEST - SNAPSHOTs

Wednesday, January 27

"ROGUE OF THE RANGE" John Mack Brown FRANK MEARIWELL No. 11

Thursday, January 28

"TEXAS RANGERS" Fred MacMurray - Jack Oakie "TURKEY DINNER"

Friday, January 29

"COUNTERFEIT LADY" With Ralph Bellamy - Joan Perry UNIV. NEWS - COMEDY

Saturday, January 29

"SANTE FE BOUND" Chapter No. 13 - Buck Jones "PHANTOM RIDER"

Personal

Johnnie Mac Kelley, M. L. Loc. Edith Brockett, Root, V. Margaret Carr (sends two days to day to hear Martha and Susan) appeared three times in punishment.

Miss Louella Ivey at the Recreation Department spent the week-end in Atlanta where she heard M. and Swarthout on Friday evening.

Dr. William Punke, of Urbanna, visited his brother, Dr. H. Punke, last week, enroute to Florida.

Margaret Burns, of Dawson, and Kathryn Barber.

Miss Harriet Lewis of Jacksonville, Florida, spent the week-end with Margarette Roberts.

Miss Estelle Roberts, of Cordelle, who is teaching in Arlington, Georgia, will be a week-end guest on the campus.

Miss Eleanor Turnbull was the week-end guest of her sister, Miss Mildred Turnbull. Mrs. S. P. Turnbull was a visitor on the campus for a short while last week-end.
Verna Thorouman, Former Student, Sends Exciting Letter From China

Verna Scarbrough, of Vienna, Georgia, was once Y W C A. president here and received her A.B. degree from this college several years ago. Now, as Mrs. J. C. Thorouman, she makes her home in Soochow, China. Her husband is a doctor and she is a missionary.

In a recent letter to Miss Gertrude Gilmour and Miss Frances Ruth Carpenter, of the faculty she related many interesting events of their daily life.

The following excerpts show the trend of modern life as they take place in the land of the rising sun.

"Verna and the children spent the summer in Maksian (a mountain resort) as usual. Mother was in Peking for the last two weeks of June, which was the extent of her vacation. And Jim had only six days on the mountain with the family when he was called back to the hospital to help take care of a high official in the former Peking government—General Li Kung Yeo. He had a gangrenous appendix which Dr. Rice had removed four hours before Jim could get there. During our stay, patient's sojourn in the hospital General Fu Yang Ziang, the 'Christian General', paid him a flying visit, and he and his party street of Soochow in automobiles, the like of which has never been done before or since.

"Rather significant changes have taken place in China during the past few years. Several months ago the central government obtained control over the southern provinces of Kwangtung and Kwangs, thus rather effectively uniting the country for the first time in years. October 31st was General Chiang Kai-Shek's birthday and was the most patriotic display we have yet seen in China. Flags were everywhere and the nation presented him with seventy airplanes for the air force. Railroads are being built in the west and the southwest, and motor roads are spreading over the country.

"One of the deplorable features of the whole affair is the rising spirit of militarism throughout the country. School children drilling, air-raid drills, red-cross nursing, etc. Even Margaret and Jimmy, who are now in kindergarten and nursery-school, come home with very exciting tales of airplanes flying over the city and dropping bombs that will kill us all. The government says that such instruction must be given in all schools throughout all the grades."

Dean Dorman Tells Functions of S. G. A.

Miss Olivia Dorman, dean of women at the Florida State College in Tallahassee, centered the theme of her Student Government address to G. S. W. C. on the "Challenge of Education Today.

The charming speaker, herself an excellent example, maintained that the world expects a college to turn out finer individuals. The outstanding requisites of a well-educated graduate today are: An intellectual knowledge and the ability to apply it to life; an adequate concept of a healthy physique; a pleasing well-integrated personality; refinement and culture.

Society does not nourish parasites. We are expected to give something in return for the education the public has furnished us.

To be successful one must be social-minded as well as efficient, wise, and happy home-maker.

College Student Government points out a pattern of life; it develops leadership; it trains us for future responsibilities.

In conclusion, Dean Dorman quoted Tennyson as the standard adopted on her own campus: "Self-control, self-knowledge, self-reverence—these three above all else."

Following the Hat Day tradition, the sophomores searched Tuesday, January 19, for the venerable chapeau which the freshmen concealed in December. Their efforts proved worthless as not a trace of the battered hat was found. Only one day remains to continue the search, February 19th. And should they fail then, they must give a party to the freshman class. To arms, to arms, noble sophomores!

New Spring Dresses and Suits Just Unpacked

$6.95 to $29.50 OLIVER & TWITTY

Special on Permanents

$3.50 waves $2.95 $5.00 waves $3.95
Shampoo and Set Included
EDORA BLEAUTY SHOPE
N. B. CLAYTON
Permanent Wave Artist
PHONE 311

Hot and Cold
LUNCHES - SODAS
SANDWICHES
Hot Fudge Sundae
BENNETT'S
DRUG STORE

The Newest In
SPRING SHOES
BAGS - GLOVES
Grey Is Very Popular
See These At
CHURCHWELL'S
A novel way of attracting tourists to Georgia—making it a divorce resort. This is Rep. Billy Barrett's idea. He has introduced a bill to the legislature cutting the divorce time in Georgia from one year to one month. Passage of the bill would put Georgia in competition with Reno for the nation's divorce trade and the flow of cash would be a boon to Georgia's seacoast area.

Margaret Mitchell's "Gone With the Wind" which has already exceeded the 1,000,000 mark in sales, is still top ranking best seller in New York, Washington, Atlanta, Chicago, and other cities. "Drums Along the Mohawk" and "White Banners" are vying for second place.

Andre Roosevelt, a relative of President Roosevelt, has recently flown his airplane over Chimborazo, the third highest mountain peak in the Americas. His plane is the first airplane flight over the 20,510 foot mountain—the highest peak of the Andes in Ecuador—and the whole thing began over some burnt stew...

Eleven sets of twins are attending classes this winter on the campus of North Georgia. Which reminds us—a new set of twins in North Georgia, a boy and girl, has been given the names, Wally and Edward.

Premier Mussolini can drive almost anywhere that is powered with a motor—speed boats, motorcycles, automobiles, airplanes. He has now qualified as a pilot by taking up a big bomb-er, stuffing it and bringing it down to a perfect landing.

Japanese Popeye—Dr. Kiyaki Yoshida declares he has eaten 8,280 pounds of spinach in the last six years—more than 3 pounds a day.

Leon Trotsky, former Bolshevist leader has settled in Mexico. Here in this New World country, he is going to write again. For him Mexico is a place to live in but the wide world remains his chosen field.

Cinema Cynic

BY PREGILLIA KELLEY

Some fascinating facts about "Lost Horizon", the James Hilton best-seller that Columbia is producing under the direction of Frank Capra have just been published. They are:

It was two years in the making.
The cast numbers 1150.
Two complete towns were erected for the production.

One set alone took 150 men two months to build.
The book has been translated in 14 languages.

Taking no chances on a thief's break-in while she is away from her Hollywood home, Eleanor Powell has put her hundred tap dancing slippers in a vault in a local bank.

Screen Oddities at Parties—

When Leslie Howard doesn't want to dance, whether he is going to a private party, or to the "Tresdore or Coconat Grove, he keeps on his carpet slippers.

John Barrymore gathers folks around him and tells stories of his newspaper reporter days, as nobody else can tell them.

Mary Brian always dodges bridge. If given a crossword puzzle to do, she would work on it in her host's library, making no excuses, just sneaking away by himself.

Three Smart Girls" is the picture that they are raving about in Hollywood. It seems that Universal took an unknown writer, an unknown director, an unknown producer and three unknown girls, and without any "names" turned out one of the gayest, smartest most entertaining comedies of the year. "Big names? Stars? Phooey, said the new Universal, "we don't need them." And in star-conscious Hollywood that is Revolution.